Left ventricular apical rotation is related to ambulatory blood pressure and body mass in healthy elderly females.
The interaction between left ventricular (LV) apical rotation, blood pressure (BP) and body mass in elderly females may reveal mechanisms involved in the syndrome of diastolic heart failure. Thirty-one healthy females, age 69-84 years, were studied with echocardiography, ambulatory BP and an exercise capacity (VO2peak) test. LV apical short-axis loops were eligible for speckle tracking analysis in 27 subjects. Peak apical rotation (PAR) correlated inversely with diastolic BP (r = -0.47, p = 0.01). PAR correlated positively with stroke volume and body weight (p<0.05), but not with VO2peak (n = 19, p = ns). PAR also correlated with peak rotation velocity in systole (r = 0.76, p<0.0001) and in diastole (r = 0.58, p = 0.001). Diastolic peak rotation velocity correlated with mitral E wave peak velocity (r = 0.48, p = 0.01). There was a significant reduction in LV volumes during the 4 years of follow-up. In healthy elderly females, there seems to be an interaction between LV apical rotation, BP and body mass. Peak apical rotation and peak diastolic rotation velocity correlate with indices of LV filling and ejection, indicating that suction, a crucial element for effective early LV filling, may be preserved in healthy elderly subjects. Suction deteriorates with elevations of the arterial BP. An age- and BP-related reduction in LV end-diastolic volume may represent an additional impediment to LV filling. Both features may contribute to the development of LV diastolic dysfunction and to episodes of diastolic heart failure.